
DESIGN DOCUMENT FOR
"Hydra Advance"

or

An unexpected explanation of basic GBA coding

or

How I spent my night without realizing it

or

Stop reading this title text now.

or

I HAVE JUST STOLEN YOUR WALLET WHILE YOU WERE BENDING OVER READING THIS POINTLESS TEXT.

By Mega



I can explain... Yes, this started out as a "formal" design document 
that I was going to present to the other competition entrants after the 
competition. Then I started rambling along about GBA coding... Then I 
decided this'd make good blog material for those interested.

Please excuse any mistakes/errors, and TELL me if you notice anything 
that is blatantly wrong.

Original paragraph "Primary Concept" left intact...

PRIMARY CONCEPT:
Hydra Wars Advance or just Hydra Advance is a side-scrolling shooter for the Game 
Boy Advance. It's gameplay is very similar to Darius Force or Super R-Type, with the 
player being able to upgrade his weapons through pickups, as well as aquire two 
"Options" that hover around the player and provide extra firepower. The game is 
comprised of 10 levels, each one more difficult than the last, and every two levels 
being punctuated by a boss.

Multiplayer is NOT planned for this version of Hydra.

There are two game modes for Hydra, namely Story Play and Boss Battle. Boss 
Battle must be unlocked by completing the Story mode. Story mode has three levels 
of difficulty (Easy, Normal, Hard). Complete the game on Easy to unlock a Sound 
Test mode. Normal unlocks Boss Battle mode, and Hard unlocks a special Preview.

INSPIRATION AND THE BACK-STORY:
A.K.A "How Mega came up with the idea to totally whup the competition"

It all started approximately three days before I wrote this. That is, the 10th of 
October 2010. I have been learning for some time (2 months actually) how to 
utilize the C/C++ toolchain for the ARM7, and GBA. Already I can use Modes 0, 2 
and 3 quite easily. 

NOTE: Basically, me being able to use Mode 0, 2 and 3 with ease means that the 
other members of SFZN should run for cover. In other words: pwnt. 

In addition to this, I am able to utilize the two DAC's on the GBA (See note above. 
pwnt) which allows me to play sounds (More pwnage). 

So, I was thinking the other day, since I can now apply my C skills to GBA 
programming, and since I'm entering the SFZN competition which is to make a 
"GBA style game", I thought: "Why not completely and utterly OWN the competition 
by making an ACTUAL GBA game...
And so, this game was conceived. 



If you are STILL not afraid, I made this... in a matter of half an hour:

NOTE: Yes. I made it in approximately 30 minutes. No big 
deal, since I remember all the memory addresses off by heart 
already (0x4000000 is the display controller, 0x6000000 is 
the VRAM). It was as simple as using DMA to copy a binary 
image into the VRAM during the Vertical Blank. BTW, the 
words MEGA and CIORIN move in a wave pattern. Download the 
file preview.gba from the topic I will make.

Yeah, you read the bottom line correctly. To add insult to injury, I AM USING THE 
BLACK ART OF.... ASSEMBLY! And not just any assembly. It's RISC (Restricted 
Instruction Set) on the ARM7, (Known as arm7tdmi). 

The GBA is a very nice console to code for. It handles certain things like scrolling 
backgrounds and scaling/rotation in hardware. Which saves me time and saves the 
ARM7 CPU time as well. 

 

WARNING: MY COMPLETELY UNINTENDED RANT/EXPLANATION STARTS HERE.  

SimplePixel.c:
// SimplePixel.c - Draws a pixel in the exact center of the GBA
// screen. 

#include <stdlib.h>

#define MULTIBOOT int __gba_multiboot 
MULTIBOOT

#define DisplayControl (unsigned long*)0x4000000
#define VRAM (unsigned short*)0x6000000

int main(void)
{



   // This sets the display to Mode 3 and enables BG 2
   *DisplayControl = 0x3 | 0x400;

   // This line plots the pixel. Because VRAM is a linear array
   // of memory, you work out the address using
   // [y * screen_width + x]. The 0xFFFF is the color in hex. 
   // in this case, the color is white. 
   VRAM[80*240+120] = 0xFFFF;
   while(1){}
}

The above code can be compiled using the Visual HAM SDK (Obtainable from 
http://www.ngine.de, about a 40mb download).

(Or you can be lazy and download simplepixel.gba from my blog page.)

This code displays a white pixel in the precise center of the GBA screen. The GBA's 
screen is 240x160.  It's a rather complicated program for just one pixel right? Hehe, 
that's where modularization and reuseability kick in. 

The draw_pixel_m3() function:
void draw_pixel_m3(int x, int y, unsigned short color)
{
   VRAM[y * 240 + x] = color;
}

Quite simple, right? If you're not getting what's going on, let me explain. The VRAM, or 
Video RAM on the GBA contains what is shown on the screen. Each CPU cycle, the screen is 
updated based on what's inside VRAM. RAM in general is basically a massive array of 
integer data. So, I reference the VRAM like an array, and set the correct element to the 
integer value I want. Note that I am using Hexadecimal instead of Decimal notation. This is 
to make things easier for me. It's easier to remember that 0xFFFF is white as opposed to 
remembering that 65535 is white. 

As for knowing which element of the array to use, you think like this: Each pixel on the 
screen is represented by a byte. There are 240 pixels per row on the GBA, and 160 rows. 
This makes for an array of 38400 bytes. The easiest way to work out a two dimensional 
location on this array is to use the formula y * screen_width + x. If you can't figure out 
how this works, keep trying. It's very simple. Basically, if your X value is 60, and you want 
it on the next row, add 240 to it (One row). The final value is 300, which is the normal X,Y 
location of 60,1.

From here on in, it was apparent to me that I was set for a 
lengthy rant. So I sat down with my coffee in hand, and poured out 
everything that I knew...

... or at least the basics...

I can now draw pixels wherever I want using the simple function draw_pixel_m3(). Why 
the m3? Because it's mode 3 specific. Some modes have different resolutions or color 
depths, and need a slightly different method. 



The only thing that could possibly make my function more user-friendly is the ability to use 
RGB values instead of Hex. This IS possible, using a bit of bitwise math (Pun unintended). 

Function RGB()
unsigned short RGB(short r, short g, short b)
{
   return(r + (g<<5) + (b<<10));
}

OK. This function packs the three integer values into a 16-bit variable. You are now 
thoroughly confused and wondering how this helps. Simple (Theoretically):

In C, the << operator is called a bitwise shift. This moves bits from one end of the byte 
to a location further down (Confusing, I know). To try to explain this better, consider the 
above function. In C, math is done from the right to left, following the standard Order of 
Operations (Brackets first, etc). 

Each integer value in the above function are short data types. This is a 4-bit integer. The 
maximum value a 4 bit integer can reach is 255, which also happens to be the maximum 
value for the Red Green or Blue value in an RGB byte.
What happens in the function is this:

The four bits in b are moved 10 bits down, thus starting at byte[9] if you think of a byte as 
an array (Which it is; an array of bits).
The four bits in g are moved 5 bits down, meaning that they are at location byte[4]. 
r is left exactly where it is, at the beginning of the byte. We now have a single 16 bit value 
that contains r, g and b in that order. You may have noticed something: We're not using all 
the bits. Since the short data type only takes up 4 bits, and we have 16 (Actually, 15 in the 
GBA's VRAM, but never mind that). This is because we are using the RGB 5-5-5 format to 
fit the 15-bit graphics. The common variation of RGB, the one that we use on our PC's, is 
RGB 5-6-5 (Which makes up 16 bits). Because the fifth bit is never used (Redundant) we 
leave them blank.

An interesting side note here is the number of possible colors we can reference through 15 
bit color. Just over 16.5 million colors, and all from a 16-bit byte. Now consider this on a 
PC's hardware. If our graphics cards were only 16 bit, they would only be able to process 1 
pixel per cycle. The higher the bus-bandwidth (Say, 128-bit), the more pixels can be 
processed alongside each other. As a result, setting your color depth to 16 bit as opposed 
to 32 bit can actually speed things up, and you don't notice the difference (Honestly, 16.5 
million colors is more than enough...).

Anyway, RGB rant aside.... let me move on to something more interesting: loading and 
blitting a background.

SPACE FILLER :D
You know, I just started this document as a Design Document for 
the game, and now... it's turned into a full-blown explanation of 
what I know (Or some of it. Some things are just too much to 
explain to you... like the OAM, or the DAC)...

Coding for the GBA is fun. Really fun. Even with the hardware 
limitations and such, just being able to get something cool to run 



on the hardware is awesome. 

You may ask, how difficult is it to code for the GBA? Not too bad 
if you know C. And C isn't that hard to learn if you're willing to 
invest a little bit of time. 

You may also ask "Why bother coding for the GBA at all?". Simple. 
It could potentially get you a job. GBA games can still be played 
on the original DS, as well as GBA units that people still own (I 
have one). In addition, it could be a step into DS development, 
and possible a job with a developer. Console programmers are more 
in demand than DirectX/OpenGL game developers. 

I have run out of space on this page. Let us continue...

(EDIT: My formatting got messed up later, so ignore the "Ran out 
of space on this page" part...).

Drawing Bitmap backgrounds in Mode 3

But first, a little explanation of the different modes. Modes 0-2 are tile-based 
modes, whereas modes 3-5 are bitmap modes. The difference is in the execution. 
The tile-based modes allow you to use tiles effectively through the hardware with 
nearly no CPU usage, but limit you to a 256 color palette, whereas the bitmap 
modes (With the exception of Mode 4) allow for the full 16-bit color range. You may 
be thinking "Well why use mode 0/1/2?". It's a matter of personal preference, and 
also a design decision. I'm using Mode 2 for Hydra, because Mode 2 supports 
hardware background scrolling, 128 sprites, background scaling/rotation. And really, 
256 colors isn't that bad a restriction. It's the same as the SNES. 
Modes 3 and 5 may allow more colors, but then you lose the hardware background 
scrolling, and have to write custom DMA blitting routines for your backgrounds. This 
isn't really that bad, but for the smooth scrolling I require for Hydra, Mode 2 is 
ideal. 

Another good point to make: I'm using Mode 3 for the menu screens. Why? 
Because the menu background won't be scrolling, and I might want a high-color 
background. Who knows. You'll see my ideas when I've completed them.

Now, before we can draw a bitmap, we have to have a bitmap to draw. Now, I'm 
almost certain that when I say 'bitmap' you are thinking of a .bmp file. 
In reality, a bitmap is exactly what it says it is, a map of bits. A bitmap is merely 
an array of color values that are drawn in sequence. The VRAM is a bitmap, for 
example. Now, to load a bitmap is quite a task if we are using a normal .bmp or 
.png file, which is why many people rather use a converter tool. HAM comes with 
one, called gfx2gba.exe. This converts a 256-color image (In BMP, TGA or a few 
other formats) to a C source code file. Yes, you read that right a C source code 
file. How does it do that? Simple. By putting each byte value in the image into an 
array named after the original image. In preview.gba, I made a 240x160 image in 
Paint.NET and saved it in an 8-bit BMP format (I used Paint.NET because it 
automatically optimizes the palette while keeping your colors). I then converted it 
at the command line by typing: 



gfx2gba -fsrc -c32k image.bmp

The utility then generates the file image.raw.c for you to include directly into your 
program, which I did. If you take a peek into the image.raw.c file (Included for 
download in the topic) you will see that the array is defined as image_Bitmap[].
This I will need to know for the main program, which follows:

MORE SPACE FILLING
If you've managed to make it this far into the tutorial, 
maybe you should consider learning C. It is by far one of 
the handiest languages you can possibly learn. C has been 
ported to almost every computer/console/smartphone in 
existence.

Feel free to PM me on the forums if you're interested in 
learning more. >_> Out of space again...

BitmapBlit.c
// BitmapBlit.c - draws a bitmap on the screen by blitting
// blitting is the process of copying bits of data from one
// memory map to another. In this case, from the array 
// image_Bitmap to VRAM.

#define MULTIBOOT int __gba_multiboot
MULTIBOOT

#include "image.raw.c"

#define DisplayControl (unsigned long*)0x4000000
#define VRAM (unsigned short*)0x6000000

int main(void)
{
   int x = 0, y = 0;

   // Set the graphics mode
   *DisplayControl = 0x3 | 0x400;
   
   // Blitting is simple the process of copying one buffer to 
   // another. This can be achieved (slowly) using two for loops.

   for(y = 0; y < 159; y++)
   {
      for(x = 0; x < 239; x++)
      {
         VRAM[y*240+x] = image_Bitmap[y*240+x];
      }
   }

   // Image copied. Enter endless loop.

   while(1){}

   return 0;



}

If you compile and run this (Or be lazy and download bitmapblit.gba) you will see 
the bitmap being placed on the screen (You'll actually see it, because we're using 
the slow method of for loops.). 

Of course, the fastest way to copy any memory map into another is through the use 
of DMA (Direct Memory Access), which would do it instantly. I am NOT going into a 
discourse on DMA right now. Maybe in the next iteration of this document, which is 
turning into a book of sorts (My first useful tutorial XD)

I am going to end this long discourse right here. I can't believe I started a design 
document to present to SFZN, and instead end up writing an eight page dissertation 
on GBA programming. Oh well. If you guys like this, I may write more (Maybe some 
interesting C tutorials as well)...
Mega|Ciorin signing out.  O_O Oh... the time... it's nearly 3AM...


